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Dear Member, 
Welcome to the first issue of Historical Diver. It has been only 9 months since 
the Society was launched in October 1992, and membership has risen rapidly 
during this period. So rapidly, in fact, that it soon became obvious to the 
Steering Committee and myself that we would outgrow our position as the North 
American Chapter of the British Society and would have to restructure our 
organization. 
Firmly focusing on the Society's founding objectives of preservation and 
education, we have recently filed State and Federal papers to structure the 
Historical Diving Society as a non-profit educational corporation. The details of 
the Board of Directors and Corporate Officers can be found in the news section. 
This organizational change will not effect our working relationship with the 
British Historical Diving Society, who are hosting our first visit to England in 
October. Details of the visit are in the news section. 
These last 9 months have also seen steady progress in the Society's visibility. 
Negotiations with A.D.C.. Executive Director, Ross Saxon, have just been 
finalized and the Society is now the historical affiliate for the Association of 
Diving Contractors. Both DESCO and Diving Systems International display the 
HDS logo in their 1993 catalogs. International membership continues to grow 
and several members have been meeting informally to form working equipment 
groups. 
In compiling this first journal, the editorial staff have attempted to set a format 
of regular columns and feature articles. Contributions in the form of photos, 
letters, corrections, ideas and articles are strongly encouraged. As in any 
organization, we will only be as good as our members, so please lets hear from 
you. 
On behalf of the old Steering Committee I thank you for your support in 
bringing the Society so far, so fast. 
On behalf of the new Corporate Officers, I assure you of our very best efforts to 
make our Society the best it can be. 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
Second Annual HDS Meeting and Rally 
10 AM Sunday the 19th of September Hosted by 
Mike Von Alvensleben at the Santa Barbara City 
College Marine Technology Department 
Presentations 
by Dan Wilson, Nick Icom, Leslie Leaney and 
others. Films, lectures and slides. 
SANTA BARBARA 
TRASH AND TREASURE DIVE 
Hosted by 
American Oceans Campaign 
and 
The Historical Diving Society 
American Oceans, a Santa Monica basednon-profitoceans 
advocacy group and The Historical Diving Society are 
proud to host the First Annual Santa Barbara Trash and 
Treasure Dive. This dive is to be held on Saturday the 
18th of September (the day before the rally, see above) 
at Stearns Wharf in Santa Barbara. In addition to the 
underwater clean up dive, Mike Von Alvensleben and his 
staff from Santa Barbara City College Marine Tech. 
Department will be giving a demonstration of current and 
antique hard hat diving equipment, underwater remote 
control vehicle flying, and The Historical Diving Society 
will have a display of antique diving equipment. The re 
will be prizes for the oddest, most valuable, and most 
environmentally damaging trash recovered, as well as a 
post-dive raffle. For information contact Steve Chaparro 
at (805) 965-7137. 
Over there. The English visit 
The first visit to Britains historical diving sites by North 
American Society members will take place on October 
24th 1993. British Society Chairman Dr. John Bevan, 
and Secretary Nick Baker, will host the one week tour 
which includes visits to Siebe Gorman, the Mary Rose 
Museum, Whitstable Divers Museum, Weymouth's Deep 
Sea Adventure and the London Historical Diving Walk, 
among other venues. There is an invitation only reception 
for the group at Dr. John Bevan's residence on Sunday 
24th October. Any North American member who may be 
in London at that time and wishes to attend the reception 
should contact Leslie at (31 0) 451-9355 as soon as pos-
sible. 
HDS Non-Profit Status 
As mentioned in the Editorial, The Historical Diving 
Society has filed for status as a non-profit educational 
corporation. Mr. Sidney J. Smith of Non-Profits Inc. 
Displays Include 
Nick learn's Museum of Diving 
Diving Systems International 
Military Diving Insignia 
Dan Wilson's helium helmet and photo display 
Widolf mask display 
HDS members equipment display 
presided over the initial meeting which was held in Santa 
Barbara on June 29th. at Diving Systems offices. The 
Society's temporary board of directors are Skip Dunham, 
Ron Karlsson, Torrance Parker, Lisa Glen Ryan, Leslie 
Leaney and Steve Chaparro. The Society Officers are: 
Leslie Leaney,- President; Skip Dunham,- Vice Presi-
dent; Scrap Lundy,- Treasurer; Steve Chaparro,- Secre-
tary. 
Lyons Maritime Museum 
In an arrangement that will undoubtedly heighten public 
awareness and interest in historical diving items, the 
Lyons Maritime Museum in St. Augustine, Florida, has 
entered into an agreement to lease over 50 diving helmets 
and other various diving and nautical items to "Ripley's 
Believe It or Not" museum in Key West, Florida. Housed 
in the ornate 1920's decor of the Strand Theater, Ripley's 
museum joins many other famous museums along the 
Keys including Mel Fishers famous Atocha relics. The 
Lyons Museum still has well over 100 helmets, numerous 
pumps, over 70 different divers knives and many other 
diving and nautical items on display. Eighteen different 
pairs of diving boots have recently been added, bringing 
the museums total of diving footwear to around 40 pairs. 
The Society has been unable to confirm rumors that the 
museum is going to house them in a new "Imelda Marcos" 
wmg. 
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Charter Membership Certificates 
It has been suggested that members be issued with certifi-
cates of membership in the Society. These certificates are 
currently being designed and will be enclosed in issue 2 
of Historical Diver. All memberships received before 
December 31st 1993 will be charter, or founding mem-
bers, with certificates noting that status. A standard 
certificate will be issued for memberships received from 
January 1st 1994 onwards. 
IMPORTANT CORRECTION 
The H.D.Supplement ofDecember 1992 incorrectly states 
that DESCO will " ... give any valid Society member a 
10% discount on any of their helmet parts and accesso-
ries." This statement has also been used in various press 
releases. The statement is incorrect. The agreement made 
between DES CO and the H.D .S. states that members will 
receive a 10% discount on helmet parts for antique 
equipment and a 10% discount on DESCO craftsman ' s 
labor for antique helmet repair. There is NO discount to 
members on accessories or any other DES CO items. This 
error was generated by the H.D.S. and our apologies go to 
DESCO and to any members who were misled by this 
incorrect information. 
1992 N.O.G.I. Award 
The Society would like to congratulate member E.R. 
Cross on his receipt of the 1992 N.O.G.I. Award for 
Distingushed Service. There are four N.O.G.I. Awards 
presented annualy to leaders in the areas of Art, Science, 
Sports/Education and Distingushed Service in the Under-
water Field. The 1992 A ward statuettes were donated by 
Skin Diver Magazine, who, via E.R.' s Technifacts col-
Source for 
Underwater Education 
on 
Diving and 
Hyperbaric Medicine 
Over 150 Publications 
BG 
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BEST PUBLISHING COMPANY 
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Flagstaff, AZ 86003-{)100 
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umn, have been strong supporters of the HDS. E.R. 
previously received the Sports/Education Award in 1972 
and we have calculated that on this form he should have 
acquired the remaining 2 Awards by the year 2032. Go 
get'em E.R.! (for information on the N.O.G.I. Awards 
contact, N.O.G.I. USA, 4545 Holmes, Kansas City MO, 
64100) 
Diving Safety & Rescue Workshop 
Member Ron Ryan will be one of the presenters at the 
Ventura/Santa Barbara County Diving Safety & Rescue 
Workshop, being held at Harbor Town Marina Resort 
(Ventura, California) 25-27 September, 1993. Held over 
3 days the Workshop covers a vast array of topics 
including DAN 02 First Aid for Dive Accidents, DAN 
02 Oxygen Instructor Course and an all day seminar on 
Diving Medicine for the Physician 1993, which features 
another H.D.S. member, Paul Linaweaver, M.D. Further 
details can be obtained from Ron at (805) 985-7833. 
WORKING EQUIPMENT GROUPS 
With the growing interest in historical diving equipment, 
the Society is attempting to assist its members in setting 
up regional groups of Working Equipment enthusiasts. 
Donations of equipment have already been received from 
Bob Kirby and Harold & Fran Montgomery. If you have 
any item that you no longer require that may have some 
serviceable life left in it please consider donating it to a 
members group where it may assist others in their diving 
pursuits. 
( OCEANEERING) 
WEST COAST DIVISION 
Oceaneering International, Inc. 
is one of the world's largest underwa-
ter services contractors supplying a 
comprehensive range of integrated 
technical support services to a wide 
array of industries worldwide. 
116 East Yanonali Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(805) 963-6507 
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Southern California 
Ron Karlsson would like to hear from any members who 
are interested in forming a group. Ron currently owns 
several diving helmets ranging from a Miller Dunn style 
3 Hood to a 1960's era Yokohama and is putting together 
various dresses, boots, etc. Ron can be contacted at 805-
492-9283. 
Texas 
Longtime recreational hard hat diver, Paul Schenck is 
running his Mark V dives from Texas Seaport Museum in 
Galveston on the 1st and 3rd Sundays of the month, and 
has just completed his 1 OOth Mark V dive. Paul is also set 
up to run jnslruction in Mark V diving and also mainte-
nance of equipment using standard U.S. Navy practices. 
He is also seeking any divable Mark V items of equip-
ment and has recently started to produce heavyweight 
leather top diving shoes from the original pattern. Paul 
can be reached at 713-486-8312. 
Northeastern 
An established group of "recreational hardhat divers" in 
HDS member Jim Boyd of Newton, NJ, dives his Chinese 
commercial helmet with a Converse dress in the indoor tank at 
the 1991 Dive New Jersey & Beyond Exhibition. Jim and his 
group will be representing HDS at this years event on November 
20, 1993. 
New Jersey is hoping to form the nucleus of an HDS 
Northeastern Chapter. This group was formed a few 
years ago when David Sutton, then manageroflrv Ruben's 
Lakeland Divers shop (Route 10 westbound) in East 
Hanover, N.J., began running U.S. Navy Mark V and 
lightweight commercial equipment orientation courses. 
These courses drew divers from all across the country 
,but were discontinued when David left the shop to 
pursue a career in aviation. 
Fred Barthes, of Union N.J., purchased David's air com-
pressor and other support equipment, and a number of 
Sutton's students continued to dive their own surface 
supplied equipment with him. The equipment regularly 
dived now includes Fred's Kirby-Morgan HeliOx-18 
Bandmask and EX0-26® full face mask, John Melnick's 
Jack Browne mask and Aquadyne AH2 and two Swindell 
helmets and Jim Boyd's Chinese commercial helmet, 
Chilean helmet and AH2. When he can break away from 
his airline schedule, Sutton dives with them in his full 
Mark V rig. The group usually gets together about once 
a month between May and October to dive at "the railroad 
bridge" at Point Pleasant Beach, N.J., or Dutch Springs or 
Willow Springs quarries in nearby Pennsylvania (to say 
nothing of making an occasional mess out of Fred's home 
swimming pool). 
The group has been active in promoting the idea of 
historic and surface supplied diving through a 25-minute 
multimedia slide show and equipment demonstration 
which has been presented to numerous area scuba clubs. 
They will also be diving their gear in a portable indoor 
tank at the annual "Dive New Jersey & Beyond" exhibi-
tion sponsored by the New Jersey Dive Council at Long 
Branch in November. 
In an effort to promote a Northeast Chapter of the HDS, 
they are holding a Working Equipment Rally on Labor 
Day weekend (September 4-6, 1993) at Willow Springs 
Quarry west of Reading, Pennsylvania. Since details are 
not yet final, anyone interested in participating should 
contact Jim Boyd in Newton, N.J. (201-948-5618; P.O. 
Box 759, Middleville, NJ 07855) or Fred Barthes in 
Union, NJ (908-964-5959). Divers and spectators are 
welcome, and divers are encouraged to bring their own 
gear for demonstration or display. You must have a 
current scuba C-card to dive at Willow Springs. 
The group will be holding other dives throughout the 
summer and welcome interested divers. Contact Jim or 
Fred to work out a schedule, as these dives are often set up 
on short notice (like, "Hey Fred, feel like diving this 
weekend?"). The Dive New Jersey & Beyond show will 
beheldonNovember20, 1993, and they plan to be diving 
there again in the indoor tank. Jt 
THE WORKING DIVER 
"An Industry-wide Diver's Newsletter" 
The Working Diver draws from the full strata of 
commercial diving. Diving safety, job reviews, 
underwater video, hyperbaric medicine, salvage 
techniques, underwater tools, diving gear etc. 
Enquiries 
The Working Diver 
P.O. Box 834 
Lacombe, LA 70445 
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Purisima 
Forerunner of Today's Modern Diving Bell 
by Hugh "Dan" Wilson 
By late 1963 I wanted to use the experience I had gained 
from several hundred mixed gas dives to maintain the 
operational advantage helium had giving my company 
over our business competitors. I felt that a work site base 
on the bottom would be the next major improvement in 
deep water operations and by positioning the base close 
to the work site, overall diver efficiency and safety would 
be enhanced. 
In determining how such a system would operate, one 
must look at the dive requirements of the time and what 
the foreseeable future might demand. The Purisima was 
developed and built to fulfill the diver support role for the 
acquisition was completed in 1964 and was the founda-
tion on which Ocean Systems was created. The manage-
ment of the diving was left in my hands as was the 
responsibility for the construction and completion of the 
Purisima. 
In determining the operational design and construction of 
Purisima it was necessary to define the job requirements 
as they then existed and to project how the offshore 
petroleum industry might be operating in the near future. 
When we began using our mixed gas surface diving 
equipment and techniques in support of drilling opera-
tions, we had made 72 dives without ever having to send 
down a second diver to finish the job. Water depths were 
in the 250 foot range and bottom times were held to one 
hour. A general dive philosophy we used at the time was 
that if you couldn't do the job in one hour you weren't 
rigged right. We later did the first subsea tie ins and 
wireline work at these same existing offshore operations of the major oil com-
panies, who were taking their first 
H. D. WILSON 
depths. Two or three dives a DIV!IIO STRUCTURE 3,369,368 
tenuous steps into deep water. Drill- Feb. 20, 1968 
ing from floating vessels was in its origu.al me<~ Fob. 1:s. 1964 
infancy and deep water field devel-
opment, aside from a dozen or so 
sub sea completions, had not yet be-
gun. With this history in mind I will 
attempt to explain the rationales which 
determined why the Purisima was de-
signed and constructed the way it was. 
My first step was to hire a technical 
illustrator to do a conceptual drawing 
which was changed many times as ideas 
were developed, modified or discarded. 
When we were through I had a final ren-
dering completed which also served as a 
patent applied for drawing. To start con-
struction I decided to set up a separate 
company, Deep Submergence Systems. 
At the time I was a partner with Whity 
Steffens, Lad Randleman and Ken Elmes 
in General Offshore Divers Equipment 
Rental Company. The partners de-
clined my offer of business participa-
tion in Deep Submergence Systems, 
so I brought in one of my divers, Jon 
Lindberg, to be my partner. I re-
tained sole ownership of the patent 
rights. 
During this period a group consist-
Fig. 2 
ing of Union Carbide, General Precision and Edwin Link 
(of Link Trainer fame) were negotiating with me to 
purchase my diving company, General Offshore Divers. 
I finally made a deal with the group whereby they 
acquired not only General Offshore Divers but, its equip-
ment rental company, Deep Submergence Systems and 
the patents to my helium helmet and the Purisima. The 
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day that were spaced well 
apart by rigging and weld-
ing work were generally 
sufficient. There was no 
need to consider the 240 
minute saturation type of 
diving and the use of a mat-
ing-transfer decompres-
sion chamber. The bell it-
self could handle the nec-
essary decompression 
required at the antici-
pated future operating 
depths. At the time, I 
though decompres-
sion could eventually 
be shortened consid-
erably with the use of 
different gases used 
sequentially or mixed, 
Hugh o. Wilson or a combination of both. 
J.\:!"1:.\Ftii< 
• Keller had shown that nitro-iii"~ .. .,.~ gen and helium used sequen-
A•__, tially gave an advantage in de-
compression time, and in my mind there were break-
throughs waiting to be made. One of my reasons for 
selling out to Union Carbide, Linde Division was to gain 
access to the vast amount of R&D work in gases carried 
out by this company. 
After the job definition overview was completed the first 
question to be addressed in designing the Purisima was its 
depth capability. I picked 1000 feet mostly to have an 
extra safety margin but, anticipated having to dive no 
more than 400 feet in the near future. Dry suits with full 
face masks similar to the abalone deadboat equipment 
were to be used. These masks would have communica-
7 
8 
tions and a single hose regulator mouthpiece. Great em-
phasis in recent years has been placed on mask develop-
ment but at the time it was really a minor developmental 
exercise. Some of the real problem areas were buoyancy 
control, window design, hatch design, drop weight sys-
tem, scrubbers, the umbilical and its handling and , above 
all, the launching systems. Our helium surface diving 
control manifolds and surface communications could be 
modified and 
adapted. I de-
cided to go 
with the Feb. 20, 1968 
double sphere 
H. D. WILSON 
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3,369,368 
for Standard of California's drilling program off the 
Oregon coast. As in all new enterprises mistakes were 
made in both the design and construction. First of all it 
seemed like a good idea at the time to have two spheres. 
One at atmospheric for the customer representative or 
diving supervisor and one at pressure for the divers. For 
some reason the customers never did line up to direct their 
undersea operations. 
We chose to construct the bell from hot spun hemi-
spheres which guaranteed us good control over spheric-
ity. As it turned out the thickness at the equators and the 
poles could not be controlled and were much too heavy 
which destroyed the buoyancy safety escape margin 
concept which Oni:J.nl11 Filed reb. 13. 1964 ~ ShBe Ls-5~ee t I that we had designed in. The hatches were a bit 
would put the 
diver supervi-
sion at the work 
site instead of a TV 
monitor at the sur-
face several hun-
dred feet away. The 
. hatches were to line up in 
such a way as to permit side-
ways use as a submarine hull 
as a future option. The 
Purisima has since been 
used as a high pressure 
test chamber and the hatch 
configuration permitted 
its easy conversion to this 
horizontal mode. The bell 
was constructed of mild 
steel hemispheres 
formed by hot spinning 
to insure sphericity and 
Fig. I 
all welds were x-rayed ·. · ~ 
and sonically tested as . ~· nr ~l?~ 
the pressure vessel code dictated. Using 
modem day design criteria it was over built and would 
probably go a mile before external failure. 
In 1965 the bell was tested to 1800 feet in the Santa 
Barbara channel without incident. When all the support 
equipment was complete we were able to obtain permis-
sion from Standard of California to test the bell in 220 feet 
next to an abandoned pile that rose off the bottom 130 feet. 
Those test proved to be invaluable as we were able to 
identify strengths and weaknesses in the system. We were 
breaking new ground in the commercial world of deep 
diving. Our approach was one of practical and simplified 
application of design, construction and operational meth-
ods, and not the typical R&D governmental sponsored 
exercise with all of the over engineering, documentation 
and red tape. 
After these tests, the bell was installed on the drilling 
vessel WODECO III to provide additional diving support 
too small and this was the fault of myself and 
Jon Lindberg who, in those days, were two 
very lean divers. We chose a hatch size for 
ourselves without enough though for the big 
guys. As competition later came in to exist-
ence many copied the Purisima hatch size 
much to the chagrin of hundreds of medium 
to heavily built divers. 
The launching system used nylon rope in-
stead of cable so we would not be faced with a shock 
load problem. Needless to say, nylon has no place 
around the sharp objects found about drilling and 
construction projects. It did work but was always a 
worry and we did not consider it a fully operational 
piece of equipment. The large diameter of the nylon 
made drum build up inevitable and this gave us a 
marginal lift capacity when launching or lifting aboard. 
The windows were over built, but in those days we 
didn't have much in the way of engineering data to 
go by, so when in doubt we made them stronger and 
heavier. 
Looking back with 20/20 hindsight we should have cut 
the Purisima in two. By adding a mating system to each 
sphere, and installing the other half of the mating system 
to our conventional decompression chambers, we would 
have had two bell systems much lighter in weight for the 
price of one. This change assumes our solving the buoy-
ancy problems. Variable submarine type ballast could 
have been used as one alternative. Remember that these 
were the days before Micro and Macro balloons. 
I'm very proud to have introduced the Purisima and from 
it we learned how to build the next generation of bells, 
some of which are still in use today . .i 
Authors Note: The name Purisima is taken from Point 
Purisima, a Spanish name, which is part of the California 
coastline north of Santa Barbara. Purisima in Spanish 
means purity and also the opposite of a cube. The idea of 
a commercial mixed gas diving system and service came 
to me when anchored behind Point Purisima waiting on 
weather to dive abalone in early 1962. 
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NOWANDTHEN 
BY 
Dr. Samuel Miller 
Nostalgia is either a disease or a symptom of advanc-
ing age. A longing for the past. Look through your old 
78's, pick out perhaps a Buddy Clark/Doris Day recor~, 
or Dick Haymes, or one of the big bands, put it on, s1t 
back and reflect as I have. When life was simpler, of a 
time of uncrowded beaches, of crystal clear water, of 
bone chilling dives that provided an abundant harvest 
from the sea. 
Lets establish a baseline of terms in this, my first 
reflection. Of terms used now and then, when diving 
was in it's infancy, and so were we. 
NOW THEN 
Scuba Diving ....... was Lung Diving 
Lung Diver . . . . . . . was a Frogman 
Snorkel Diving ..... was Free Diving 
Free Diving ....... was Spearfishing 
Regulators ........ were two hoses 
DA .............. was a two stage, two hose 
regulator 
DW . . . . . . . . . . . . . was a single stage, two hose 
regulator 
Cylinders . . . . . . . . . were Tanks 
Tanks . . . . . . . . . . . . were "70's" 
Valves ............ were J.K. & R. 
K valve ........... was non-reserve 
J valve ............ was a constant reserve 
R valve ........... was a restricted orifice 
reserve 
Backpacks . . . . . . . . were straps & bands 
Quick Release ...... was two "D" rings 
Dive suit .......... was surplus long underwear 
W etsuit ........... was a rubbersuit 
Mask . . . . . . . . . . . . . was a face plate 
Face plate . . . . . . . . . was a Sea Net, Squale 
or Champion 
Snorkel ........... was a breathing tube 
Breathing tube ...... was a Bel Aqua 
Fins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . were flippers 
Flippers ........... were De Corlieus, Churchills, 
Duck Feet or Vikings 
Dive Booties ....... were flipper slippers 
or rock socks 
B.C.'s ............. were surplus "Mae West" 
Weight Belts ....... were surplus cartridge belts-
"Waite" belts 
lnteresting isn't it? How the nomenclature has changed 
over the years. How diving has developed and bloomed 
as an acceptable yuppie sport. How we have literally 
millions of Scuba divers but only a hand full of Lung 
divers and they are rapidly dwindling in number.~ 
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BIRTH OF A 
SPORT 
The Early Days 
When a young, French 
Navy Lieutenant was re-
leased from active ser-
By Nick Icorn vice in December of 
1942, an idea was carried forward that developed into the 
worlds first, practical SCUBA unit. 
Jacques-Yves Cousteau in partnership with Emile 
Gagnan, a gas engineer from Air Liquide France, con-
verted an existing butane regulating device for underwa-
ter use. 
Early trials in January and February of 1943 led to the 
final development of a two hose concept with an inhala-
tion hose, mouth-piece, and exhalation hose with a 
flapper type exhaust valve. 
Early patents were taken on this hose and exhaust 
system. The regulator itself was not really patentable. 
Further trials were conducted to depths as deep as 130 
feet by Cousteau and his diving partners, Frederic Dumas 
and Phillippe Tailliez. 
In 1946, with the backing of Air Liquide 
France, the first production company was 
formed, "La Spirotechnique". Units were 
produced for distribution in Europe only. 
In 1944, Cousteau with a homemade cam-
era case, filmed the first movie using 
SCUBA, "Epaves", the Sunken Wrecks. 
A young writer in Europe with the U.S. 
Military, at the time, was fortunate 
enough to view the film. In 1948, James 
Dugan wrote the first article to appear 
for publication in the U.S. Entitled 
"Cousteau Menfish", it appeared in 
the December 1948 issue of Science 
Illustrated. 
The article was brought to the 1950's tank & regualtor 
attention ofCmdr. Doug Fane of the Submersible Opera-
tions Platoon, U.S. Navy. Arrangements were made to 
bring a number of units to the U.S. for testing, evaluation 
and distribution to our two oceanographic institutions, 
Woods Hole and Scripps. 
In 1950, distribution was set up with Rene Bussoz of 
Rene's Sporting Goods in Los Angeles for western 
distribution and Spaco Corp. in Burlington, Vermont for 
eastern distribution. In addition, some units were avail-
able directly from Air Liquide Canada. 
The original "Aqua-Lung" regulator, which was later to 
become known as the DA model, consisted of a lower 
box containing a large horse-shoe lever and diaphragm, 
and a upper box for protection, opened to water pressure 
and containing the exhaust valve. Side clips held the two 
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halves together with the diaphragm sandwiched 
in between. 
The hose assembly, which on early models used gum 
rubber hoses, was open at the mouthpiece and could 
easily be flooded. Later, in 1954, non-return valves were 
added for easier clearing and use. This unit had one price 
only, $80.00, no discounts, no special sales. When 
combined with a K-valve tank the 
price was $145.00. With the 
addition of a spring loaded, 
constant reserve valve, 
tank and regulator sold for 
$165.00. 
The first catalog, printed 
in April of 1953, without 
a distributors name, listed 
the tank and regulator combi-
nation as a "DA". Alphabetically the shut-offvalve was 
listed under K, the reserve valve under J, and the positive 
orifice type valve under R. From that point on, these 
became known asK, J and R valves. Early tank packs 
consisted of a harness only and bands were later added 
for durability. 
In October of 1952, the first National Geographic 
article appeared, written by Cousteau and entitled 
"Fishman Explore a New World Undersea". 
In late 1953, Rene Bussoz sold his holdings in Rene's 
Sporting Goods to Air Liquide France and the company 
was renamed U.S. Divers and relocated to Pico Boule-
vard in Los Angeles. )f 
By 
Bonnie Cardone 
A marine scientist, Sylvia 
Earle earned a B.S. from 
Florida State University 
when she was only 19. She 
continued her education at 
Duke, earning an M.S. and 
Ph.D in Botany. 
In 1970, Dr. Earle was the 
leader of the world's first team of women aquanauts 
during the Tektite Project. That experience gained her 
nationwide recognition. "Suddenly", she says, 
" ... people ... began to seek me out and demand that I tell 
them what I thought." That she did. She is the author of 
more than 70 publications, has participated in numerous 
television productions and delivered scientific, technical 
and general interest lectures in more than 50 countries. 
Deeply concerned with ocean conservation, she says she 
spends " ... a fair amount of time trying to explain to those 
who only know fish as they appear with lemon slices and 
butter that there is more to be appreciated about these 
creatures than how they taste." 
Dr. Earle has led more than 50 expeditions, involving in 
excess of 5,000 hours underwater. She was the first 
person to walk untethered on the ocean floor at 1 ,250 feet 
and shares -with 
three other people-
a solo deep diving 
record (3,000 feet) 
in the submersible 
Deep Rover. She 
and Graham 
Hawkes, her hus-
band since 1986, 
founded Deep 
Ocean Technol-
ogy, Inc. and Deep 
Ocean Engineer-
ing. In 1990, Presi-
dent Bush ap-
pointed Earle, 
Chief Scientist of 
the National Oce-
anic Atmospheric 
Administration. 
She resigned from this position earlier this year. 
The mother of three children, Dr. Earle has, according to 
an article in Sea Technology, " ... amassed an impressive 
array of fellowships, consultancies, trusteeships and ad-
visory board memberships." All of this, and more, in only 
56 years. Jt 
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IN DEPTH 
The HDS InterYiew 
BERNICE McKENZIE 
WITH LEsuE LEANEY 
As a woman in a male dominated industry, Bernice 
McKenzie is already something of a rarity. Being the 
Vice President of DESCO, at one time the "world's 
largest exclusive manufacturer of diving and salvage 
equipment" for 40 years makes her unique. She worked 
alongside Jack Browne as DESCO grew during World 
War II and has probably dealt with every major U.S. 
commercial diving operation in the last half of this 
century. Bernice lives in Milwaukee and is the Historical 
Diving Society's only honorary member. 
The following are excerpts from various taped telephone 
interviews conducted during May and June 1993. 
HDS: When did you join DESCO and how did you find 
out about the job? 
BERNICE: I joined the company in October 1942. It 
was Diving Equipment and Salvage Company in those 
days. I saw an advertisement in the paper and went for an 
interview. They said the 
position was for a solderer. 
I guess I must have an-
swered the questions cor-
rectly because they called 
me back a couple of days 
later and offered me the 
job. 
HDS: Did you have de-
signs on becoming a 
" Rosie-the-Riveter "? 
BERNICE: (laughs) Oh 
no. Not really. (laughs) I 
just wanted a defense in-
in the factory. They worked in the Shoe Department, the 
Dress Department and doing assembly work. There were 
also girls in the office. 
HDS: What hours did you have to work in those days? 
BERNICE: I worked 9 hours a day every day except 
Sunday. 
HDS: Right through the war? 
BERNICE: Right through the war. 
HDS: Did you ever work nights? 
BERNICE: They did a night-shift in the machine shop 
where they manufactured the components that we had to 
solder onto the helmets. That went on for most of the war. 
HDS: Tell us a little about war-time Mark V production. 
BERNICE: They were made right at our plant. The 
breast plate was pounded out to a form and then it went 
onto the soldering line to be fitted out. The bonnet shells 
were spun there too. There was a man called "the spinner" 
whose job it was to form the bonnets. 
HDS: Just one man spun all the Mark V bonnets? 
BERNICE: Uh-huh. It took an awful lot of practice to 
produce that. 
HDS: What was the man's name? 
BERNICE: Oh (draws a deep breath), don't ask me that. 
He passed away a long time ago. He was a great big man. 
The Boss Lady. Bernice in 1988 with a Desco Mark V 
dustry job. They told me (photo courtesy of Bernice McKenzie) 
HDS: Did the bonnets come straight 
to the solder shop after spinning? 
BERNICE: No. They had the vari-
ous ports cut out of them and then they 
came to us. One of the first things we 
put on were the neck rings. Each girl 
would solderer a particular compo-
nent. One would do the ports, another 
the neck ring, and so on. There were 
time allowance for each component. 
An hour to solder each neck ring, 
goose necks about 20 minute a piece, 
your side windows and top windows 
about 30 minutes a piece to solder. 
HDS: How about the air channels? 
BERNICE: That took an hour. 
HDS: Did you ever do those? the two girls who were do-
ing the soldering were leaving and that I had three weeks 
to learn the job. I had never soldered before, but I learned. 
HDS: How many people were in the soldering shop? 
BERNICE: Once the two girls left, it was only me. 
Another girl joined about a month later. Within 6 months 
we had 18 girls on the soldering line and I had to train 
them all. 
HDS: How many people were at the company during war 
time production? 
BERNICE: There were about 80 as best as I can recall. 
Actually 87, I think. 
HDS: Did women work in other departments? 
BERNICE: Oh, I griess there were about 10 other girls 
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BERNICE: (slightly surprised) Oh yes. Just name it. 
Whatever it was I did it. 
HDS: How were the bonnets and breast plate matched at 
the end of helmet assembly? 
BERNICE: If it was a production run for the government 
they would have an inspector there to check on the 
tolerances. All the neck rings were supposed to be 
interchangeable. They were numbered prior to shipping. 
We would ship the helmets out at 100 a time. Sometimes 
200. If it was a government order for say 700 or 800 we 
would ship a "partial." 
HDS: Having the experience with government orders for 
800 Mark V' s, and having been present throughout the 
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war time production of the helmet, how many would you 
guess were made at DESCO during the war? 
BERNICE: I really could not tell you that. All I know 
is that they'd line them all up to be shipped. It was quite 
a sight! 
HDS: I'd like to ask you about some of the more unusual 
helmets the Company produced. Did you ever work on 
the BUIE hel-
met? 
BERNICE: 
Yes I did. I 
worked on all of 
them. There 
were not too 
manymade. Mr. 
Buie was at the 
plant and we 
made them ac-
cording to his 
instructions. 
The first few we 
made were 
tested and were 
not exactly what 
he wanted. One 
morning we 
came in and 
ripped them all apart. 
HDS: So none of the first batch survived intact? 
BERNICE: No. Wereworkedthem. Idon'tremember 
how many of them there were. Not many. I don't think 
there were even 25 of them. That was the full production 
run. 
HDS: Less than 25? 
BERNICE: Yes. I would say so. 
HDS: Were there more than 5 made? 
BERNICE: Yes, I think so. They were hard to work on 
because ofthe face glass. It wasn't glass, but the way it 
was angled made it awkward. There were more or less 
experimental at the time I worked on them. The weights 
were not molded at our plant. 
HDS: The Mark V helium helmet? 
times. The canister was very hard work. 
BERNICE: 
(laughs) Oh 
no! I 
worked on 
so many of 
those. They 
were a pain. 
What with 
that big can-
ister on the 
back. The 
rest of the 
helmet was 
not too bad 
to work on 
except for 
that long ex-
haust. They 
changed 
that several 
HDS: Were they in production when you joined in 
1942? 
BERNICE: No. They came in a little later. (HDS 
records list 1945-ED) 
HDS: How many of them do you think you worked on? 
BERNICE: I'd say 75. If not more. 
HDS: How many helmets do you 
I owned one of them. The fact is 
that I worked with Jack Browne so 
much on it that I asked him if I 
could buy it. I could not afford it, 
but finally he said "Okay, why don't 
you work it off." And that's what I 
did. I eventually sold it many many 
" ... they'd line them 
all up to be shipped. 
It was quite a sight!'' 
think you have worked on in total? 
BERNICE: (long pause) Hun-
dreds, and hundreds, and hundreds. 
HDS: Did you ever dive any of 
the equipment? 
BERNICE: Yes (laughs). The 
years later. 
HDS: Did the BUIE's have serial numbers? 
BERNICE: Yes. Buttheyjusttookthemoutofthesky. 
I did write a letter to Buie once, but I never got a reply. 
HDS: How about the Browne Utility Helmet? 
BERNICE: Well, I worked on it. But there weren'ttoo 
many made. Again, probably less than 25. 
HDS: Were they a production run or made to order? 
BERNICE: Made to order. 
HDS: How about the Browne Shallow Water Helmet? 
BERNICE: (sigh) Yes. I worked on that also. Maybe 
on 5 of them. 
people at work kidded me about it. 
They said I could manufacturer the stuff, but I was afraid 
to use it. So they challenged me in using it. The first time 
I went down was in a light weight suit with the mask 
vulcanized to it. That I didn't mind. It was quite nice. 
The next time I went down was in a Jack Browne outfit. 
A suit with a Jack Browne mask. That I enjoyed. The 
next time was in a Mark V and Ohhhhh, I did not like that. 
I got claustrophobia. Right then and there I decided the 
top-side was better than going down (laughs). 
HDS: How deep did you go down? 
BERNICE: I'd say about 20 feet for 15 minutes. This 
was around 1950 in Lake Wisconsin. 
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HDS: I heard or read that you could not swim. 
BERNICE: I still can't. 
HDS: Did you have any dealings with Max Gene Nohl? 
BERNICE: Yes. In 1950 we worked together in the 
Experimental Room. He also worked in the offices. We 
were trying to improve some of the things the Company 
made, but we didn't really accomplish too much. They 
made a spear gun. 
HDS: There is a photo of that in the book "Shallow Water 
Diving and Spear Fishing." It looks pretty formidable. 
BERNICE: (laughs) Oh yes. It was really something 
(laughs) Gene Nohl did not stay at the Company long. I 
had dealings with him after he left. He and his wife were 
killed in a car crash in 1960. 
HDS: On April27 or 28, 1945 Jack Browne set a world 
record simulated depth dive to 550 feet using light weight 
gear. What do you remember about that day? 
BERNICE: That was a very exciting day. The dive was 
in the basement and each department got time off to go 
down and watch. There was a lot of brass around that day. 
A lot of government and even some Russians. The 
Russians wanted to watch us solder and do different 
things. And they had to have someone translate. The 
whole dive lasted, I'd say, some 7 or 8 hours before they 
took him off to the hospital. 
HDS: What sort of character was Jack Browne? 
BERNICE: He was very adventurous. I knew him and 
I knew a lot of things (laughs). I can't say really (laughs). 
He was a dare-devil. There was a lot of hearsay about 
what he got up to outside of the plant. But at work he was 
all diving. 
Expert Repair & Reconditioniing 
of Historical Helmets 
240 North Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53202 
414-272-2371 
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HDS: I'm only interested in his character as it pertains 
to diving. 
BERNICE: Hewasadiver. Hereallyknewhisstuff. I'll 
say this much, he was all diving business at the plant. 
You could not stump him on any questions as far as 
diving was concerned. He knew diving. But he got into 
more trouble than you could shake a fist at (laugh). He 
was sort of a playboy and had a lot of personality. He had 
a boat you know and there was a lot of hearsay and I 
cannot really repeat some of the things I did hear (laughs) 
because I did not know if it was true or not. But he was 
not afraid to try ANYTHING that he worked on. He'd 
experiment with it and he'd get down to anything that did 
not appeal to him as far as the diving part of it. He would 
try the different things and then come back to the shop 
and rip it apart, you know. And then he would carry on 
until it was just so. 
HDS: When did you become Vice President of the 
Company? 
BERNICE: Well, let me see. It was in late 1950. I'd 
been there 8 years and they kept shifting me from one 
department to another. The Dress Department, the Shoe 
Department, the Experimental Room. And one day I 
asked one of the head ones "Why are they doing this to 
me?" and they said "Can't you guess?" (laughs) and I 
said, "No, not really". Well, I guess they wanted me to 
learn to supervise each department so that is what hap-
pened. Then one day after a big meeting of the depart-
ments they came out and appointed me Vice President. 
HDS: Who did you report to? 
BERNICE: The owner of the place. Alfred Dorst. 
HDS: Holding such a prominent position in such a male 
dominated industry must have made for some interesting 
moments. Do you have any stories you'd care to share? 
BERNICE: (lots oflaughs) I'm going to plead the 5th! 
(laughs). 
HDS: You can't. This is not a court. We don't need 
names, just instances. 
BERNICE: (a long pause) Well ...... (laughs). 
HDS: Oh, come on. You're on the phone for 40 years 
talking to divers. Its lonely sitting in those helmets under 
the sea. There must be some instances that you can share. 
BERNICE: (laughs) No, not really. 
HDS: "I plead the 5th" is going to look terrible in print. 
I know you well enough that you do not have anything 
personal to hide. 
BERNICE: Well, I did get offers to go out to dinner 
(laughs), but I never went. 
HDS: Did anyone ever ask you for a photograph? 
BERNICE: (laughs) Errrrr ... , not really. I would not 
want to do that anyway. It would shock the hell out of 
them (laughs). 
HDS: What were some of your worst experiences at the 
Company? 
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BERNICE: I know what my most disappointing ones 
were. When I'd work so hard on a bid for the government 
and would lose it. Sometimes Morse would get it and I'd 
be SO disappointed. Butmostofthe time I was successful 
in getting the contract. I got a lot of contracts. 
HDS: You sound very competitive. 
BERNICE: Oh sure. 
HDS: And tough? 
BERNICE: You're darn right! 
HDS: When did you leave DESCO? 
BERNICE: Let me see. It is going to be 4 years in 
December. So, December 1989. 
HDS: What were the circumstances of your departure? 
BERNICE: My health. I had had a heart attack and a 
stroke. 
HDS: And how are you managing these days? 
BERNICE: I'm doing fairly well. I took therapy for my 
stroke you know. I can use the phone and type with one 
finger. I can't write because of my hand. I am doing pretty 
good though. 
HDS: How do you get around? 
BERNICE: My step daughter comes over and takes me 
out. I can't drive now because of the stroke. I have a 3 
year old Cadillac sitting in the garage with only 6000 
miles on it. 
HDS: What are you doing with that? 
BERNICE: Well my grand children come over and 
drive me around in it. I'll probably leave it to my step 
daughter when I kick the bucket! 
HDS: (Laughs) Well lets hope its an old collectors item 
by then. 
BERNICE: Yes. Lets hope so.~ 
AUTHENTIC SOVIET NAVY 
SALVAGE FLEET DIVERS FLAGS 
Red Star, Hammer and Sickle Black Divers 
Helmet on deep blue background. Mint con-
dition 25" x 39" $110.00 or trade early Skin 
Diver's, Hard Hat catalogs, Diving Books etc. 
1223 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 119 
Santa Monica CA 90403 
310 451-9355 
Diving Collectibles 
This copper colored glass decanter in the shape of 
a 3light diving helmet, stands 9 1/2 inches high and 
has brass colored metal trim on all the view ports. 
The liquid pouring dispenser on top of the helmet is 
capped by a cover in the shape of an air inlet elbow. 
The decanter is set on a metal base that houses a 
Japanese wind-up musical box which plays "How 
Dry I am" when the decanter is picked up. Believed 
to be circa 1950's. 
Information wanted 
This photo shows a form of breathing device. The mouth 
piece of blue rubber attaches to a chromed brass elbow. 
The exhaust is a rubber duck bill valve attached to the 
other end of the elbow. It has a decal that reads "American 
Diving Equipment Co. Box 871 Milwaukee" and is 
marked" 10-42" on the reverse surface of the valve. Air 
flow control is via a Hoke valve and a rubber tube connects 
this to the center of the elbow. Please address ideas to 
Nick Icorn or Dr. Sam Miller C/0 the Society. 
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THEMARKV 
COLUMN 
By Leslie Leaney 
The intent of the Mark V Col-
umn is to give exposure to the 
history of the helmet and its 
development. Society mem-
bers are invited to participate 
in the compiling of informa-
tion on the manufacture of 
the helmet by Morse, 
Schrader, DESCO and 
Miller Dunn and, it is hoped, 
that through the open forum 
of this column a greater 
knowledge of the Mark V 
will be gained by all. 
Of all the diving helmets manufactured, none com-
mands more widespread public interest and attention 
than the United States Navy Mark V. It was the U.S. 
Navy's primary diving helmet from its creation in 1915-
16 through to recent years, and many ex-Navy divers 
entered the commercial diving industry using it. It was 
the standard helmet for diver training in schools around 
the middle of the century, and it is also prized by 
Fortunately the U.S. Navy authorities agreed with the 
Gunner, and in 1914 he assembled a group of U.S. Navy 
divers and various diving apparatus. His group then set 
about a series of tests, the results of which would even-
tually standardize diving in the U.S. Navy and produce 
the 1916 U.S. Navy Diving Manual. But prior to the 
publication of the diving manual Stillson produced a 
comprehensive and landmark document: THE REPORT 
ON DEEP DIVING TESTS 1915, and it is in the pages 
of this document that the Mark V is born. 
At the time of DEEP DIVING TESTS the Navy was 
using commercial helmets manufactured by Morse and 
Schrader. The Morse catalogs of 1904 and 1910 de-
scribes certain models of their equipment as "Navy 
Standard". Stillson was swift in addressing this issue 
calling it "misapplied" because "a standard diving appa-
ratus for the Navy does not exist at the present time". He 
was soon to correct the situation. 
In 1914, through trial and error Stillson and his divers test 
dove not only the Morse and Schrader helmets, but 
equipment from England's Siebe Gorman and Germany's 
collectors intemationall y. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Draeger. With the knowledge 
The key man 
in the Mark V 
story is U;S. 
Navy Gunner 
G.D. Stillson. 
In 1912hesub-
mitted a report 
to the Bureau of 
Construction 
and Repair 
soundly con-
demning the 
U.S. Navy's 
methods of 
diving and its 
equipment. 
Stillson sug-
gested that the 
Navy could do 
a lot worse 
than follow the 
example set by 
the Royal 
Navy who, in 
1906-7, had 
undertaken a 
long series of diving tests, the result of which made 
"diving in great depths of water practical and safe." 
These tests also produced the 1907 Admiralty Diving 
Manual. 
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Helmet for Diving Apparatus from 
THE REPORT ON 
DEEP DIVING TESTS 
1915 
gained from 
these dives and 
input from 
various Navy 
and commer-
cial divers, 
Stillson ar-
rived at a set 
criteria that he 
felt was essen-
tial to produce 
the best all 
around diving 
helmet for the 
U.S. Navy. 
A 3 view dia-
gram of the 
helmet ap-
peared in the 
report with the 
notation "hel-
met for diving 
apparatus". 
This then was 
the embryo U.S. Navy MarkV and it is notknownifany 
helmets of this particular design entered production. The 
design went through various modifications and evolved 
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into the helmet that appears in the 1916 U.S. Navy Diving 
Manual above the title "Diving Helmet Mark V". Some 
of these transitional modifications are as follows. 
1. The bonnet of the original helmet had been designed 
slightly larger than the helmets in use at that time, 
primarily to accommodate the divers communication 
Diving Helmet MARK V from the 
1916 U.S. NAVY DIVING MANUAL 
headset. No external transceiver housing is mounted on 
the original design. Stillson used the divers headset with 
two telephone receivers (one for each ear) and a divers 
transmitter located at the lower left side of the faceplate. 
The spit cock would eventually be located in this area and 
the divers transmitter moved up to a housing on the upper 
side of the face plate. 
2. The placing of the spit cock next to the exhaust 
control handle gives the original design a very cluttered 
appearance. With the aforementioned relocation of the 
spit cock, the exhaust tube was extended to the front of the 
helmet. 
Positioning of the exhaust control was a major item of 
concern among professional and Navy divers. Respond-
ing to Stillson's 1914 questionnaire, he found that they 
"were a unit in condemning the location of the regulating 
escape valve". 
My favorite comment comes from oneS. 
Jacobs of the Gunners Workshop, Washington 
Navy Yard. He suggests the location of the 
valve be at the front right side of the helmet "so 
it can be operated by the diver without his trying 
to be an acrobat". 
Barnum & Bailey's recruitment office may 
have been dealt a severe blow when Stillson 
incorporated Jacobs very practical suggestion. 
As a means of consolation to theN avy divers he 
delivered them a little something they could 
really sink their teeth into. The chin button. 
3. The original design air inlet elbow (left) and 
communication/lifeline elbow (right) are set at 
an angle away from the center of the helmet so 
that the respective hose and cable would not 
cross at the back of the breast plate. 
The Diving Helmet Mark V that appears in the 1916 
diving manual has these elbows angled vertically to the 
helmet. 
In actual production of the U.S. Navy Mark V these 
elbows would exchange positions and be angled towards 
the center of the helmet, thus allowing the hose and cable 
to cross the back of the breastplate and pass under the 
divers arm pits. 
~DIVING EQUIPMENT@ 
Specialist in 
Used Equipment 
& Hire 
> Diving Helmets > Diving Bel~ & Habitats 
> Band Masks & Accessories ) Decompre500n Chambers & 
> Underwater Cameras & Video Systems Accessories 
> Underwater Too~ & Powerpacks > Containerised Dive Systems 
) Diving Suits & Diving Equipment ) Manned Subme~bles 
) Ufting Bags ) High Pressure Compressors 
WANTED -----. ) Underwater Cutting & Welding > Low Pressure Compressors 
we are interested in purchasing or acting Equi'pment > Remote~' Operated Vehicles 
as agents to sell your redundant or '1 
unwanted dMng equipment. For further > Underwater Brushing & Cleaning ) Umbilica~ 
details contact us 1oday as we have 
clients waiting to purchase your Equipment > Receivers 
~;~~ri~~~iries treated In tne > HP Storage Cylinders > Underwater Communication Sets & 
...._ Contact Mr. Phil Connally-
MARINE SURPLUS 
SUPPLIES LTD. 
> Non-destructive T es~ng Equipment Accessories 
) Saturation Systems > Safety and Marine Equipment to 
> Bounce Systems Military & Commercial Companies 
Unit 8, The Waterfront, Marine Industrial Estate, Dock Rood, Lythom FY8 SAQ, UK 
Tel: Lytham (0253)794433 • Fax: (0253)794596 
Worldwide 
Supplier of 
New 
Equipment 
Contact Mr. Brian Fear 
SUBMARINE 
MANUFACTURING 
&PRODUCTS 
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4. An extra protective bar was added both horizontally 
and vertically to the side view port guards. The protec-
tive grill on the face plate was rotated 45 degrees. 
5. Stillson recommended "hinged circular fair leaders 
for hose and lifeline" be attached to the neck ring of the 
breastplate instead of "the present type of eyepads". 
These leaders look pretty flimsy in the original diagram 
and were one of the few of Stillson's recommendations 
that were not incorporated. The eyepads stayed. 
6. The breastplate became deeper and apparently a 
little narrower at the shoulder. Also worth noting are the 
following items. 
A. It is assumed that the Mark V dumbbell locking 
device was a part of the original design as no other 
mechanism can be located. 
B. A small brass bar was eventually located be-
tween the left side of the face plate and the left view port. 
On later Mark V helmets it was apparently used to 
secure anodes or for securing the welding face plate 
retaining clip. 
C. An elongated stud located at the lower front left 
of the breastplate was eventually used to secure the 
divers air control valve. 
D. The helmet was designed for use solely with a 
weight belt. 
With these modifications incorporated Morse and 
Schrader started production. Probably in 1916. The 
Diving Helmet Mark V, that appears in the 1916 Diving 
Manual is a Morse. It uses the standard Morse manufac-
turers tag of that time, not a Mark V tag, and is numbered 
2178 on the straps. 
Among the earliest Mark V' s confirmed by the Society 
members are Schrader H20 (1917) (Lyons), Schrader 
H31 dated July 2, 1917 (Bauer), Schrader H58 dated 
August 1, 1917 (Lyons), Morse 2111 (standard tag) 
(Bauer) Morse 2289 dated February 24, 1917 (Leaney). 
There are no doubt some earlier models than these and 
it is hoped that members will share in this Society helmet 
detective work by recording the numbers and dates of 
Mark V helmets of any vintage. jl 
With grateful acknowledgment to Leon Lyons, Dr. Joe 
Bauer, Ray Mathieson, Ed Cargile and Chuck Griswold 
for their valued assistance in this article. 
Atcfiq~ Oi Tb Sea 
AUTHENTIC SHIPS TREASURES 
AND NAUTICAL DECOR. 
T NAV'{ AND EOREi\N HEL}IIETS 
;'\LL FOR TI-IE BEST PRICE 
"SEVENTEEN YEARS IN THE SAME LOCATION!" 
16811 Pacific Coast Hwy at Broadway 
Sunset Beach Calif. 90742-023 
Open llAM - SPM Fri, Sat & Sunday We Buy & Sell 
Or by Appointment Eric Bakker Owner 
Tel310-592-1752 Fax 310-592-3026 
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I' ~ BLOW ALL BALLAST 
"THE STORY OF THE SQUALUS" 
Nat A. Barrows, New York, Dodd Mead and Company, 
Inc. April, 1940. 298 pp. 1 sketch map, 19 photos. Last 
printing, 1941. 
Reviewed by E.R. Cross, Former U.S. Navy Diving and 
Salvage Officer. 
Whenever a group of divers get together their stories will 
always be about great diving jobs and heroic efforts on the 
part of the divers. In this context their talk invariably turns 
to the 1939 saga of the submarine USS SQUALUS (S 
192). A dramatic story of how 33 men were rescued alive 
from the submarine, accidently sunk in 240 feet of water 
off the Isle of Shoals, and of the 
salvage of the sunken boat from 
the deep cold Atlantic Ocean. A 
rescue and salvage job that tested 
the skill, the bravery, the tenacity 
and the ingenuity of 53 divers and 
the equipment available for the 
difficult and dangerous work. 
The recollections of crew mem-
bers who survived the SQUALUS 
sinking were immediately tinged 
with the trauma of the disaster and 
by loyalty to their commanding 
officer. Later the memories of res-
cue and salvage divers, who were 
cited "for extraordinary heroism 
in line of their profession", have 
grown dim over the years or have 
taken on the aspects of what, in 
their mind, should have been. In 
some cases the memories now 
verge on the mythological. 
The US submarine SQUALUS proceeded on May 23, 
1939, on what was intended to be her final acceptance tests. 
One test she had not completed was an emergency descent 
during simulated war conditions. In this test the sub was to 
go from surface cruising on her diesel engines at emergency 
flank speed ahead, about 16 knots, to a depth of 50 feet in 60 
seconds with power shifted to her giant electric motors. 
Nat Barrows tells in thrilling manner the story of her 60 
second dive. Of how a valve failed to close thus flooding the 
after part of the sub, and how the action of the crew saved 
the 33 men in the forward section of the boat from being 
smothered forever in the cold North Atlantic. He only hints 
at the tragic end for the 22 men who were unable to escape 
from the flooded after section of the vessel. His was one of 
only two books written about this great sea tragedy and of 
the bold and the brave who performed the deepest rescue of 
the personnel from a sunken submarine and deepest salvage 
of a sunken vessel at that time. 
Nat Barrows was neither a 
submariner nor a diver. He 
was a tenacious reporter on 
the BOSTON GLOBE 
newspaper. His account of 
how he was assigned to the 
SQUALUS story, of how 
he reached and boarded the 
submarine rescue vessel 
FALCON moored over the 
sunken sub, is an exciting 
account of how a good 
newspaperman gets his 
story, no matter what the 
difficulties. 
Claims by other individuals are 
pure fiction. Even author Nat Bar-
rows, who told us the story of the 
SQUALUS disaster in his memo-
rable BLOW ALL BALLAST in 
the year immediately following the 
rescue and salvage, did not know 
The McCann rescue chamber attached to the Squalus 
One of the recurring con-
troversies even today is 
about the use of helium-
oxygen during the rescue 
and salvage phase of the 
vessel. Barrow's descrip-
tion of the use of the mixed 
gas for breathing during the 
deep dives on the 
SQUALUS is good and, as 
far as it goes, accurate. At 
the time, the author lacked 
Photo © E.R.Cross Origional art by William Hamilton 
all the facts. Also, he had already converted some avail-
able facts to even more fascinating fiction. In addition he 
invented some stories to inject pathos into a story that 
needed none not already part of the incident. 
the advantage ofhaving the 
complete diving logs, daily reports and complete communi-
cation records that we have today. We now know that no 
mixed gas diving was done until several days into the 
salvage. It was not used in the rescue phase of the diving. 
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The author also provides readers three important appen-
dices. They are, THE REPORT OF ADMIRAL COLE; 
COMMENDATIONS AND DECORATIONS; and 
FINDINGS OF THE COURT OF INQUIRY. 
I have sometimes thought, as I read the logs and reports 
dealing with the salvage of the SQUALUS, that the 
salvage was successful in spite of the crew. Author 
Barrow's fails to convince me that the crew was as expert 
as the results indicated. But in APPENDIX A, Admiral 
Cole puts their efforts in the correct perspective when he 
states in his report, "They (the salvage crew, including the 
divers) worked as I have never seen men work before. 
They were alert, painstaking, efficient and above all 
always cheerful, enthusiastic, mutually helpful, coura-
geous and undaunted by reverses and continuous subjec-
tion to personal danger and hardships." Nat Barrows does 
provide an account of the adversities met and overcome in 
the SQUALUS salvage. 
APPENDIX B, Commendations and Decorations, pro-
vides clues to the rational for the commendations awarded 
various rescue personnel. It fails, however, to account for 
the feeling of resentment in some divers over why one 
would receive the Congressional Medal of Honor for his 
work while another, who believed his work was equally as 
dangerous and contributed even more to the overall suc-
cess of the operation, would only be awarded the Navy 
Cross. I too failed to understand this until I interviewed 
some of those involved many years later. This aspect of 
the job is an interesting and important part of an in depth 
look at the SQU ALUS saga that I will cover in a book now 
in preparation. 
In APPENDIX C, Findings of the Court oflnquiry, I see 
the age old custom of holding the career of an Annapolis 
graduate Naval Officer inviolate. The actual cause of the 
initial flooding of the SQUALUS was discussed and 
accepted. Also the ultimate reason for not controlling the 
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flooding and preventing the disaster and loss of life was 
detailed, but glossed over as almost routine procedure. 
The responsibility for the actions that would have con-
trolled the flooding rested squarely with the Commanding 
Officer of the SQUALUS, Lieutenant Oliver Naquin. It 
is my opinion that he failed in those responsibilities. 
Whether or not a definitive book is ever completed 
dealing with what really happened to the crew, and to the 
SQUALUS herself, Nat Barrows book BLOW ALL BAL-
LAST remains, and will always remain, a story worth 
reading and retelling as long as there are men who dare to 
go on and under the unforgiving sea. ,i 
r-----------------, 
NAUTICAL ANTIQUES! 
Collectibles Diving Equipment 
Marine Art Nautical Antiques 
Sea Stories Marine History 
Nautical Brass is an illustrated bi-monthly magazine. 
$36/year First Class, $30 Third Class, $46 Overseas. 
Free Sample copy (allow 6 weeks), or write for a free 
flyer to: 
NAUTICAL BRASS 
PO Box 3966LL 
N. Ft. Myers, FL 33918-3966 
(813) 997-1458 
L-----------------~ 
M '?~ ~ 'ZIJftaAI 
336 ~~.Sa.~. 81194133 
Ken and Ron Brown (415) 775-1165 
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Richard Lams competition to find a photograph containing more than 
nine hard hat divers (HDS Newsletter No. 6) generated some response. 
Marc Cohen of Ft. Lauderdale Florida and Gary Pilecki of San Ramon, California both sent in copies of the above photo 
of twenty one divers of the Merritt & Chapman Company. Gary also has two other photos of this group, one showing 
the divers with their helmets on and one with them all in business suits. He thinks the photos date from about 1920 and 
were taken in Norfolk, Virginia. 
The photo above shows twenty five U.S. Navy divers (and two sailors)grouped on the salvaged hull of Submarine 
S-51 which they raised in 1926. Commander Edward Ells berg, who documented the salvage in his book "ON THE 
BOTTOM" (Dodd, Mead, New York 1929) is sitting front row center above the huge gash in the submarines port 
side which caused her loss. The second diver from the right in the front row is Fred Michels. The diver seated to 
Ellsberg's left is Tom Eadie, author of "I LIKE DIVING", (Houghton Mifflin Boston & New York 1929). Fate 
would bring these two divers together again on a submarine hull one year later, in 1927. 
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On December 18, 1927 Eadie was the first diver 
on the sunken submarine S-4. He confirmed 
that there was life aboard the sunken vessel 
and was brought up when he reached his 
bottom time limit. Diver Carr then went 
down and secured an air line to the S-4. The 
next diver down was Fred Michels who 
became badly fouled in the submarine 
wreckage. Due to topside difficulties Mich-
els was trapped on the bottom for about one 
and a half hours before Eadie arrived to free 
him. By this time a heavy sea had risen with 
wind forces reading 7-8 on the Beaufort Scale, 
and this also hampered Eadie's progress. 
Eadie eventually took one hour and forty five 
minutes to free Michels, who had, by that time 
been trapped on the bottom for three hours and 
twenty minutes at a depth of 102 ft. in a water 
temperature of 34 ° F. Michels eventually sur-
vived his ordeal and was back diving in February 
1928, the same month that President Coolidge 
presented Tom Eadie with the Congressional 
Medal of Honor for his heroic actions. ~ 
FOR SllLE 
ORIGINAL DIVING HELMETS 
Korean 12 Bolt 
3 Light 
$725.00 
F.O.B. 
Soviet Navy 
3 Bolt, 3 Light 
$800.00 
F.O.B. 
WHY PAY MORE?! 
Soviet Navy Divers Knife, Underwater Writing Pad and Inclinometer 
$100.00 for all three! 
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Ray Mathieson 
16509 Sylvan Drive 
Bowie, MD 20715 
Phone/Fax 301 464-8852 
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ASSOCIATION of 
DIVING CONTRACTORS, INC. 
The ASSOCIATION of DIVING 
CONTRACTORS, INC. (ADC) is a 
national organization with the pur-
pose and objective of promoting and 
encouraging all facets of commer-
cial diving operations and underwa-
ter technology. The association consists of a great 
variety of organizational and individual members . 
ADC National Office 
2611 FM 1960 West #F -204 
Houston, TX 77068 
I 554 E. Ma.in. Street V en.tura., CA 93001 I ~~ (805) 643-29i4VVVJL I 
lb_ ~ 
LYONS MARITIME MUSEUM 
9 King Street, St. Augustine, 
Florida 32084 
(904) 825-0184 
Open every Day 10:00- 5:00 
THE DKVJING HELMET CONNECTION 
. ·. ::~~-~·.::;£!\i:: 
RobertLea.l).,§y~;~··-·.. . 
011 44 249~6og-3zr; 
helmets and 
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BOOKS FOR SAL 
In at the Deep End 
By Bernard Breakell, 1992 
The personal diving recollections of a senior 
H.D.S., U.K. member. Bernard describes 
his Royal Navy diving career from the 1930's 
onward. Eight pages of black and white 
photos include several of divers in Siebe 
Gorman equipment. Fifty-eight pages, 
$12.00 plus $1.50 pp. Ca. residents add 8% 
sales tax. 
Helmets of the Deep 
By Leon Lyons, 1988 
Over 250 helmets from 
around the world are catego-
rized by country and manu-
facturer. Additional sections 
cover diving knives, boots, 
armored diving dress and mis-
cellaneous diving related 
items. Printed in color the 
text is in English, French and 
German. Limited to 1000 copies, each signed by the 
author, 370 pages. Hardbound $287.00 plus $5.00 pp, 
leather-bound $487.00 plus $18.00 (2nd day air). Ca. 
residents add 8% sales tax. 
HDS c/o 1223 Wilshire Blvd. #119 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 
1991- 1992 U.K. Newsletters 
Back Issues Now Available! 
Complete photocopy sets of the original British news-
letters and supplements from No. J to No.6. Articles on 
the U.K. inaugural meeting, Siebe Gorman Museum, 
equipment rallys, exhibitions. lectures, bibliophiles 
group and more. Bound as a single volume with cover 
sheet. $20.00 plus $2.00 pp in North America, $6.00 
overseas. 
HDS c/o 1223 Wilshire Blvd. #119 
Santa 'Monica, CA 90403 
Jeff Dennis Book Dealer 
Specializing in 
Diving, Salvage, Tug Boat, 
and general nautical. 
1284 Meredith Way 
Carmichael, CA 95608 
~ > -.. 916 972-1742 -.. < , 
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CLASSIFIED 
Historical Diver Classified Rates: 
25 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. 
Ads should be sent to: 
Sea Sprite Design 
6 Harbor Way, Suite 264 
Santa Barbara, CA 93109 
J ap hat, Korean helmets, USN avy lifeboat rudder converted to 
coffee table all brass trim, salvaged 7 foot ships bow converted 
to coffee table complete with barnacles! Very unusual one of 
a kind items, LOTS OF SHIP'S BRASS ! ! ! Life boat compass, 
cage lamps, prop revolutions indicator, Lord Kelvin sounding 
device w/case, engine room gauge panel w/ 7 brass gauges, 
differential pressure gauge, "Hendrickson" masthead lamp, 
Sperry bridge gyro repeaters, blackout navy telegraph on 
pedestal, signal light, blocks, large & small portholes, fire 
nozzle, also lots of ship brass, some items need re-assembly. 
Cliff Linder Poinsettia Collectibles 805 643-2934 
For Sale, Johnson Air Buoy Hooka Unit. Complete with hoses 
and masks etc. Call414-398-2420 
For Sale, Siebe Gorman Helmets, Pumps, New Air Hose, 
fittings and spares and various other bits and pieces. Give me 
a call for exceptional prices. Colin Taylor (HDS UK) 011-44-
81-989-6575 
Wanted Schrader US Navy Mark V Breastplate name plate 
1944 or thereabouts. Interested Swap. Colin Taylor (HDS UK) 
011-44-81-989-6575 
Historical Diving Society Shirt 
Outer Banks polo 100% cotton U.S.A. Made Deep blue 
with embroidered Deane Helmet Logo M, L, & XL 
$23.00 + $3.00 pp HDS c/o 1223 Wilshire Blvd. #119 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 
FOR SALE 
Galleazzi Gran Luce helmet no tag but complete. 
Ships lights, nautical brass, etc. 
Ken Brown, Frank's Fisherman's Supply 415 775-1165 
Helmets For Sale Siebe Gorman, Mark V, Soviet Navy, 
Korean, Galeazzi, Miller Dunn, Japanese, Chinese, and 
more. Also Siebe Gorman Pump, Schrader U.S. Navy 
Pump,Miller Dunn 1A Pump, divers knives, boots, dresses 
Chelsea clock's, binnacles, wheels, running lights, ships 
plaques, whaling items, ships bells, chronometers, sex-
tants, telegraphs, nautical brass and large selection of U.S. 
Navy ship items. Eric Bakker 
Antiques of the Sea 310 592-1752 
23 
TM 
Manufactured Exclusivelv bv.· 
Diving Systems International 
425 Garden St. Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
Tel. (805) 965-8538 Fax (805) 966-5761 
